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Can a Feminist be a Zionist?

In 2017, especially following Donald J. Trump’s inauguration, an interesting yet intense 
discussion on the topic of “inclusivity” broke out among various groups in the US and 
Europe. One of the main questions following the worldwide “Women’s March” (held on the 
day after Trump’s inauguration) was whether or not Zionism and Feminism are ideologies 
which contradict one another. In other words, many asked themselves: Can a Feminist 
also be a Zionist?        

Four opinions about Feminism and Zionism

“Can You Be a Zionist Feminist? Linda Sarsour Says No”
The Nation, March 13th 2017 
 …When you talk about feminism you’re talking about the rights of all women 
and their families to live in dignity, peace, and security. It’s about giving 
women access to health care and other basic rights. And Israel is a country 
that continues to occupy territories in Palestine, has people under siege at 
checkpoints—we have women who have babies on checkpoints because 
they’re not able to get to hospitals [in time]. It just doesn’t make any sense 
for someone to say, “Is there room for people who support the state of Israel 
and do not criticize it in the movement?” There can’t be in feminism. You either 
stand up for the rights of all women, including Palestinians, or none. There’s 
just no way around it…

What’s interesting here is that feminism is a movement and BDS is a tactic... 
For example, in the racial-justice movement people have said that we need to 
divest from private prisons, right? ... [Similarly,] BDS is a tactic and feminism 
is a movement. And BDS can be used in the feminist movement to demand 
change and demand more rights for women. BDS has been used as a tactic to 
raise awareness for Palestinian people, including women and their children…

I would say that anyone who wants to call themselves an activist cannot be 
selective. There is no country in this world that is immune to violating human 
rights. You can’t be a feminist in the United States and stand up for the rights 
of the American woman and then say that you don’t want to stand up for the 
rights of Palestinian women in Palestine. It’s all connected. Whether you’re 
talking about Palestinian women, Mexican women, women in Brazil, China, 
or women in Saudi Arabia—this feminist movement is an international global 
movement. 
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“Feminism & Zionism: Definitions and Exclusions “ 
Mayim Bialik, Groknation, March 20th 2017

Zionism is the belief in the right of the Jewish people to have an autonomous state in Israel. I am a Zionist. Feminism is the 
belief that a woman-driven movement can bring about race, class and gender equality and that women deserve all of the rights 
and privileges afforded to men. I am a feminist. There are Zionists who are critical of certain Israeli policies and those who are 
not; there are Zionists who are anti-occupation and there are Zionists who are pro-settlement; and there are Zionists who fall 
between these extremes. The definitions of Zionism and feminism are not in conflict with each other. At all.

Are there things that happen in Israel and the Palestinian territories which 
cause pain and suffering to women? Absolutely. And being a Zionist doesn’t 
mean a definitional indifference to this suffering, especially of Palestinian 
women and children. The question is this: Many countries – many Muslim 
countries, in fact – perpetrate atrocities against women.. Why is Israel held 
to a standard none of these other countries – whose offenses are, arguably 
more extreme – are held to?

Ultimately, for a feminist activist – or any activist – to place the blame for 
policies made by a few people on the entire entity of Zionism and all who 
are committed to the idea of a Jewish state is irresponsible. It’s disgusting, 
it’s insulting, and it’s wrong. It creates fragmentation in a movement that 
needs cohesion, needs to stand together for equality, domestically and 
internationally.
As a feminist Zionist, I can’t believe I am being asked to choose or even 
defend my religious, historical and cultural identity.
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“Does Feminism Have Room for Zionists?”
Emily Shire, New York Times, March 7th, 2017

On March 8th women around the world will be abstaining from work and rallying in the streets as part of the International 
Women’s Strike, with the aim of starting an “international feminist movement” that challenges the sexual, physical and economic 
exploitation of women. 
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The organizers of the wildly successful Women’s March have thrown their support 
behind the strike, and there are more than 40 rallies, walkouts and events planned 
across the United States that are affiliated with the international demonstration.
As a proud and outspoken feminist who champions reproductive rights, equal pay, 
increased female representation in all levels of government and policies to combat 
violence against women, I would like to feel there is a place for me in the strike.
However, as someone who is also a Zionist, I am not certain there is.
Although I hope for a two-state solution and am critical of certain Israeli government 
policies, I identify as a Zionist because I support Israel’s right to exist as a Jewish state. 
Increasingly, I worry that my support for Israel will bar me from the feminist movement 
that, in aiming to be inclusive, has come to insist that feminism is connected to a 
wide variety of political causes…

For my part, I am troubled by the portion of the International Women’s Strike platform 
that calls for a “decolonization of Palestine” as part of “the beating heart of this new 
feminist movement.” The platform also states: “We want to dismantle all walls, from 
prison walls to border walls, from Mexico to Palestine.”

But my prime concern is not that people hold this view of Israel. Rather, I find it 
troubling that embracing such a view is considered an essential part of an event that 
is supposed to unite feminists. I am happy to debate Middle East politics or listen to 
critiques of Israeli policies. But why should criticism of Israel be key to feminism in 
2017?

…More and more frequently, my identity as a Zionist places me in conflict with the 
feminist movement of 2017. I will remain a proud feminist, but I see no reason I 
should have to sacrifice my Zionism for the sake of my feminism.
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Can a Feminist be a Zionist?
“The question isn’t whether feminism has room for Zionism
The question is whether Zionism can make room for a truly inclusive equality”.
Mairav Zonszein, 972+ Magazine,  March 21, 2017

In a recent New York Times op-ed “Does Feminism have Room for Zionists?” Emily Shire, who identifies as a feminist and a 
Zionist, argues that her belief in “Israel’s right to exist as a Jewish state” should not be at odds with her feminism.
According to Shire, women who seek to be included in the women’s protests against the current U.S. administration should 
not have to face a “critical of Israel” litmus test. She takes issue with the Strike’s platform, which specifically calls for the 
“decolonization of Palestine,” but which doesn’t mention the myriad other injustices inflicted on women across the world.
But Shire herself brings up her own Zionism. She states her relationship to Israel shouldn’t be a factor for the women’s protest, 
while simultaneously demanding a space for it — Zionism being a giant, pertinent caveat. In doing so, Shire is ironically 
subjecting women active in the movement to her own litmus test.
Shire is asking the wrong question. It is not whether feminism has room for Zionists, but whether Zionism has room for equal 
rights. Zionism’s manifestation as a political system operating for almost 69 years now has thus far proven it does not have 
that room. The State of Israel was founded as a safe haven for Jews and is premised on privileging Jews over all others. It is 
not a country for all its citizens — over 20 percent of whom are not Jewish at all — but for all Jewish people (and increasingly, 
only certain kinds of Jews to boot).

    1. What does the word “inclusivity” mean to you? Do you believe that we should invite everyone to our 
        (whatever “our” means) “tent”? If not, where do you draw the line?
    2. Of the following four opinions, which one resonates with your own personal opinion?
    3. In an interview, Linda Sarsour said, “…anyone who wants to call themselves an activist cannot be 

    selective…it’s all connected.” Do you agree with this statement? Do you believe that one cannot be
    selective when it comes to human rights? If so, do you see any contradiction between Zionism and Human Rights?
4. Emily Shire said in her op-ed:  “I see no reason I should have to sacrifice my Zionism for the sake of my feminism.” 
     Do you agree with Shire? Have you ever encountered a situation in which you had to give up one ideology for the sake 
    of another?  
5. Mairav Zonszein claimed in her article: “This is an important debate about nationalism and civic democracy, but it is 
     primarily an intra-Jewish issue and has nothing to do with the current wave of feminism in the U.S.” Do you agree with
     Zonszein? Do you think that this discussion should stay inside the Jewish world? Or do you believe that an “outsider’s
     view” might shed new light on this topic?
6. Mayim Bialik tried in her article to define the term “Zionism” and “Feminism.” Do you agree with her definitions?
    Do you have different definitions to these ideologies?

Shire…insists on Israel’s “right to exist as a Jewish state.” But if one does not define what that should 
mean for Palestinians, one is evading the core issue. So far, it has de facto meant Israel has had the right 
to exist as a system of supremacy of one group over another.
I also support the right of Jews to self-determination. But as a Jewish ethno-nationalist state, Israel 
cannot uphold equal rights. That is a fact. So the question then, is, can a Jewish state exist that doesn’t 
systematically violate basic human rights? I‘m not sure. With the right intentions, probably. It’s a worthy 
and challenging question — one that American and Israeli Jews were grappling with to an extent during 
the period surrounding Israel’s establishment. What should a Jewish state look like? How can it function 
as a democracy?
This is an important debate about nationalism and civic democracy, but it is primarily an intra-Jewish
issue and has nothing to do with the current wave of feminism in the U.S. It is not the job of Palestinian-
American feminist Linda Sarsour to make Zionist women feel more comfortable about the contradictions 
they are facing. If anything, considering Israel’s track record, it is up to Zionist women to take efforts to 

assure non-Zionist feminists of their commitment to equal rights.


